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INTRODUCTION

Even though more and more older adults are
a

involved in lifelong
learning, interested in continuing their education, and taking classes
and courses, very little has been done to make educational activities
convenient and accessible to them. Colleges and universities are .

offering free or reduced tuition to'older adults who want to audit classes,
but few go to the campus. Many'community agencies offer classes, but.
their offerings.are pot coordinated or planned so that a wide variety of
clagses are availAble to interested olOr people.

i .One solution 'isto bring a variety off classeg and courses into one
community facility, a place where -older adults can come to,learn many
things--where they are 'comfortable and where they carehai.re A chance to
develop and teach their own courses. This is the learning center concept,.
one that says that educational 'opportunities should be brought to people

in their own communities in redppnse to the needs and interegts of the
residents.

In October of 1978, the iaye McBeath Institute on Aging and Adult
Life at the University of Wisoonson-Madison applied for and received a
grant from the Adminigtrafion on Wgihg to conduct a research and demon-
stration R)gram on ';Community -Based Learning Centers for Older Adults." N
The purposeof-tirts-pro-j-ect-was-sttrdre-prodess of how communities--
can utilize their own resources to provide educational Programs to older
adults, and to determine the value of these programs for older adults.
in order to document that proceis, the Institute on Aging proviltd seed
money to three Dane County communities to assist them in developing
Learning Centers. A local agency or org9nization in each community was
elected-to-iponsor-the Learning Center, and staff coordinatorg-were
ppointed. Each LearningTenter also had a planning tommittee.composed
f older adults and community leaders. The project'destign Consisted of
5..x months of planning, a domonstration period of one year, and six

months of research`and evaluation.

The resultd of this research and demonstration project are documented
tin four publications. "Deveioping'Community-Based Learning Centers for
/Older Adults" is a technical assistance manual which describes the steps
!involved in establishing a learning, center, and provides suigestions fora
.communitiesand groups of older adults. The second publication describes
the evaluation of the model project and the third reports on the research
conducedwith older adult: learners. The fourth publicatiop is this study
on older adults as teacherss A monograph entitled Aucatioit and the Older
Adult will be published by the Instittte on Aging late in,1982.
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Today, more than ever, the necessity of lifelong learning is being

ackno*ledged. In a society where change is occurring at an increasingly
fast gate, the 'ability to cope with its inherent effects must also increase,
Educatiom,.as a means for coping with these change, has become a lifelong
necessity, The basic years of schooling as a child and young adult no
longer provide the skills and training needed throughout one's life.
Older adult, in partidular, often-face double%conditions of change. Not

only is the society around them rapidly changing; but_thy, also experience
accelerated changes Within their ownlives-l-health _concerns, retirement,

monetary adjustments,_ and often, new 1"ving situations..:Edudation fOr

am/
. older adults has been proposed as a m ans f& adapting to and conditioning
change, and the. multitude of ptogr 'that_ have emerged in.the last

several years point to its potential (ACademy for Education Development,
19.74; Kauffman and Luby, 1'374; Mason, 1.p74)- 'In many of these programs,
older-adults- assume. the educating role.' Through a var4ety of informal
and formal teaching roles,the knowledge and life experiences of older
people are being recognized. In several of the.4e educational programs,

older adults share their knowledge and skills with other older adults.
This exchange of knowledgeand skill& among older adults formS a peer
learning network wild distinct features and charbcteristics. Several

:questions come t2 mind when considering peer-mediated\learnig situations
i among_older adults. What is the nature of the older adult,who decidesto

assume an education role? What are the older adult's reasons for
assuming an education role? What are his or her perceptions of the.
experience?

y
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REVJ)W Of, THE ''',LITERAT.URE,

A review of the literature on aging and educorion uncovered little
research about the experiences of older adults as teachers. Descriptions

of educational 'programs-that have'usedor are using older adults as
teachers of other Older adults were abundant (Murphy and Fl-ono, 1978; .

Bowlei, .1976; Korim, 19-74; Hirsch, 1978), but they failel.tosexplote the
olderradulp' motivations or their perCeptions of the teactang experience.
Research findings about.thq aging process did provide some in into

. ,
the concepts mentioned.in the questions,abgVe, but they,failed to provide
an adequate-cfieoretical framework for- looking- at the !older adult teacher:

.Thngrowinrnumber of older adult teachers and the absente of empirical
-research and theoretftal models which address the concerns previously,
mentioned posed a new area of study, that r9quired a fresh approach and

1perspective. 1:
-

r :

-. :.

Gfaser and Strauss (1967) advocate an alternatiiret.method for, research

4 situations that lack an adequate or suitable theoretical:framework. Rather

than setting up-hypotheses to be tested,(verifiotion dktheory)i Glaser
and Strauss propose,generating hypotheses and theory from the data. of

social research. Utilizing this method eliminat&S;the use of ekisting .
t

theories that have a "dubious.fit and working capacity.", This meth0 was
uled for investigating the nature of the older adultteaehgt. Groufided

theory became a means far in-depth exploratiOn of the reasons older adults

assume educAting roles and their perceptions of the experience. In this

xesearch,-the method provided insight into the following quedtiogt:
.

'

-._ (1) What factors motivated the, older adtat-to assume an t.

educating role? . .: .: _--7.7) t

_____(2). What personal benefits did the older adult teacher perceive

as a result of the experience? :Hoig didthese/perceptions

° ! relate to their initial decision to assume an educating role.--
. -

.--.. . ,

,(3). What role-did the peer-mediated learningaspe't play in

,

their perceptipns Of the,experience?
i

increasinglyA review. Of the literature revealed that olderndultsrare h

-recognized as resources, but these reports tended to provide pFogram
descriptions and did'not attempt to present A theorttical wodel,of the
older'adults' involvement,(Academy for Educational Development; 1974).
Also many reports of older adults_in a teaching role focused on programs
with an intergenerational mix. .Examples included older adults tutoring-
youhg.children in pilblic school settings, or an older adult teaching 18 to

25 year-old college students (Murphy and Florio,.978). These reports

lacke _an overall theoretical fiamework.applicableto other similar,
,

situations. .
lb

. .

-

.

'.

.

Lifespan developmental theoyies identified tank* needs, or life

. stages, that a person must accomplish in order to successfully age, but

they tended to be overly general for the research situation (Maslow, 1970;

.MaVighurst, 1960; Erickson, 1963; Buhler, 1951; McClusky, 1974). Social

e
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gerontological research on aging provided insight into the relationship
between one's life style and social interaction in the later years, but,
it failed to develop an integrated theory addressing the motivational
asRects inherent in pursuing different life experiences, as was the case;
in this study ,Cumming and Henry, 1961; Havighurst, 1963; Palmore, 1968;
Tobin and Neugarten, 1961;'Atchley, 1976). Taken separately, these studies
identified, several potential factors that could plain an older adult's
lecision'to become ateacherand his oriher subs quent perceptions of the
experience. They also provided a framework for analyzing an older adult's
teaching experience. in relation to other life experiences. Unfortunately,

.1 -:'.. tife motivational factors underlying an older'adult'S decision to undertake.

an activity, such as teaching, were absent from these theories of aging.

Finally, studies that investigated.peer,med,iated or self-help, 1

-systems among older adults lacked the, ducational component that was of
' primary importanceto ills-study (Hess, 1976; Waters, Fink and ite,

1976; Becter.and Zarit, 1978; Dgrow, 1978). The concept of se f-help

4 groups among older adults was central to this area of research
existing theories which described the phenothenon needed to be expanded to
include educational and learning stivations.

o
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METHODOLOGY

The generPaon of hypotheses and theories frOm the field data, rather
than the_verification of existing theory, required a change in emphasis and
perspective. While verification of theory requires a deductive methodo-
logical process, grounded theory utilizes an inductive,approach. The
primary emphasis of grounded theory research centers on the generation of
hypotheses and developing theories applicable to research areas that ladk
suitable theoretical frameworks.

In the process of 'theory building, the-researcher gathers extensive
field data that is used in identifying and generating conceptqal categories
relevant to the situation. As categories and their properties emerge from
the data, they are compared to,one another and to categories which develop
from additional situations. Through this method of "comparative analysis,"
the researcher is able to integrate the categories and their properties ,

into hypotheses, and eventually theory, which are grounded in the data.

Procedure

The data used for the generation of hypotheses about the nature of
the-older adult teacher and his or Tier motivations and perceptions of the-
experience were gathered during in-depth interviews with twenty-threeolder
adult teachers. Each older adult interviewed had_taught a course in a
community-based learning center. -Tbe--i-nrerviewo_were degtgiiud-t6-61itit -

information that could be used as data for the itiduceive research procesi.
Each interview'consisted of open.- ended questions that allowed MI the
exploration of the reasons for participating. 'Although the questions were
direct in the sense that a speCific area of research 'was involved, they
were fairly unrestrained in -order to promote the free generation of 'con-
ceptual-categories and properties. Alt of'the interviews were audiotaped
to eliminate the necessity of notetaking, which could detract from the
interviewees' responses, and to facilitate the process of category
comparison and the accurate recording of-responses.

,

The interviews ranged in length from eighteen minutes to ninety-five
rainutes,__Ile_median length was 'thirty -two minutes, and the mean length
wasforty7one minutes. Each older adult teacher was initially contacted
by a letter, which was followed by a telephone call to schedule an
interview meeting. The interviews were\Conductbd at a place convenient
to the older adult, usually their home or the learning center office.

As_mentioneciearlier, the older adult teachers who ware select"ed for
interviews each taught a course at a learning center. At the three learning
centers considered in thisstody, a total of 109_ teachers were involved in
facilitating course sessions ,hetween June, 1979 and July 198C. Of the 109
teaehers,thirty-six ,were,age 60 or older. A decision was made to -restrict
the interviewing 'to those teachers who had conducted a course,
consisting of at least four,;sesSiona. A teaching experience' of a shorter
length would not have allNed,for,the generation of adequ'ate interview
data. Thirty Tour older adults had taught courses of between four to
-eighLsesaions.' The twenty-three teachers interviewed were selected using

k
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a table of random numbers.

5

,

Interview questions were constxu,.ted that require&in-depth responses
from each4ider adult 'rather thin simply "Yes" "or "no" answer. Each

questionsai designed to elicit a re4ponse.about a certain_aSpect ofthe
.older adult's teaching experience. In general, a majOrity of those older

adult teachers interviewed .provided lengthy responses about their reactions

to the teaching experience. If iteanswey, td2SpartiidiAr question was
sketchy or limited, the interviewer encouraged further explanation and
details. This inteviewj)iiness and fumat promoted,the generation of
numerous conceptual categories and -propetties.

z
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A"NALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

PrOperties'and Categories

The interview data yielded a wealth of information reflecting the
older adults' decisions to teach and their perceptions of'-the experience.

,Comments from. the interviews were treated as incidents and coded according
to the properties indicatedThese properties in turn precipitated'
categories representing conceptual elements. Next, relationships between
the Categories suggested potentiali4ypotheses about the teachers' reasons-
foir-teaching and their perceptions about the experiences.

A Summary of the categories and their properties follows. The
. properties should be considered as attributes of the more comprehensive
categories.

C4TEGORY t PROPERTIES

Education Training

Altruism

Peer Orientation

Formal education training and
teaching experience

Informal experience
No education training or teaching

experience

0
/Sharing

Nurturance

Peer sociality
Age consciousness

Community Orientation COmmuniEy participation
Community identification

Personal Satisfaction Personal achievement
Intrintic enjoyme t
Social worth

V Fellowship

Knowledge_transmiSsion

Self Actualization Skill development
) Educational stimulation

Perional growth

Educating Role Helper
Friend
Expert

Leader

1
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Adalysi of Properties and Categories

The conceptual categories and propertiesthat emerged from the data
accounted for all of the incidents that occurred. Some properties appeared
More often than others, but the conceptual nature olf the categories made
accommodation of all the incidents possible.

.1

The categories varied in the conceptual lev 1 they represented. For
4 example, EDUCATION TRAINING was fairly straight orward, whereas. PERSONAL

SATISFACTION exemplified a larger concept, and in egrated a variety of
properties. A fewof the categories represented oncepts identified in
existing theories. Research by Atchley (1976) in icated that the social
participation of older adults often correlated to imilar levels of

10
participation in their earlier years.--As will be xplained later, some
of the ebncepts borrowed from existing theory were put in a new
perspective to explain the phenomenon under'study.

1 '1"The inductive research process required that the theoretical concepts
identified be closely integrated with the research situation from which
theAata emerged. An attempt was made to develop categories sensitive
to the peermediated learning exchan e. The categories listed above took
into consideration the need to ident fy theoretical concepts that both
interpreted the:behaviors observed a well. as remained true to the
interview data. .

The data were reviewed over and over again to ensure.that the
conceptual categories were developed to their fullest. With each
category, diverse characteristics were integrated together under &oncepts
that explained various aspects of the teaching experience. The mode of
variation for the categories was distinguished by .two types. Some of

the theoretical concepts that emerged were qualitative in nature, while
others were quantitative in nature. AS the categories were compared with
each other, the mode and extent of variation became important' determinants
in the heory building process. The categories formed a framework for the
development of hypotheses.

a

Hypotheses

Only after making comparisons and establishing relationships among
the categories did a framework for interpreting the behaviors emerge.
The development of hypotheses was seen as a means for providing guide
lines for future theory d4velopment about an older adult's decision to
assume a teaching role. The hypotheses presented reflect the behaviors
of only bne sample of older adult teachers and remain tentative until
verified in future studies with additonal samples.

The proposed hypotheses abbut an older adulL>decisions to teach
and his or her perceptions of the experience folllw. These hypotheses

are grounded in the data that emerged directly from the older adult
teachers' responses do interview questions. The' subjeotive nature of

interview responses does not guarantee accuracy. For \example, an older .

adult responding to a question about his or her involv' merit community

activities is not likely to provide a complete list of all activities
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pursued btit rather aynopsis.of perceived. key activities. These con-
straints must bt takeNdpsto account when considering the proposed
hypotheses. The study was also no't extensive enough to generate .

hypotheses reflecting all the4roperties and categories. Only those
hypotheses that readily'epeiged from the interview data were considered.

H-1: The willingness to share skals,or knowledge with others will
be perceived by older adult ceachers as having no direct
correlation to their formal education training and teaching-
experience.

- ..r
H-2: The more extensive an older adult's reported hi.story,of

community participation, the more likely he of sli, Will be

(11

o assume a teaching role, .

H-3: n older adult's decision 'to, assume a teachi ole,based on
altruism and peer orientation wili be perceived as a,reoson
to teach more often by those older adults with less education
and teaching experience than by those with more.

.

H-4: The trangpsion of knowledg will be seep as a reason to
teach more often by oldder adu is with,forTal education train-
ing and teaching experience tI\an by older,adults with informal
or no education training and teaching experience.

H-5: Fellowship an4 self-actualizati\en will be-perceived as benefits'
of the experience by more older\adults teaching in an age--

segregated setting than by those teaching in an age-integrated
setting.

H -6: Older adults teahing in age4fgregated settings will view
their educating role as a helper or friend more often than
those older=aAults teaching other types of educational .

settings.

Analysis of Hypotheses

The proposed hypotheses vary in thelevel and extent bf theoretical
abstraction they represent. What became important was the identiZioaa44m--
of relationships among categories. that would help organize the observation
of behaviors occurring in, future peer-mediated learning situations among
older adults. Statements describing the experldnce could also have been
listed, but they failed to contribute directly to\the theory building
process. For example, almost allthe older adults\had a positive
perception of their teaching experience at the lea ning center. This .

finding describes one aspect of the experience, but cannot be written.
, as a formal hypothesis,, because it does not explain hoii behaviors will

vary from one time to another or from one 'case to an ther. All of the

proposed hypotheses establish a relationship that ex
.

sts between'

'variables, each of which represent,different aspects 7f the teaching
experience.

si
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J SUMMARY. AND REC0141,11;;NDED RESEARCH

,cf*The inductite research process does not stop with the generalization
of7hypoteheses. As discussed in the previous chaiiia-,-the hypothesis form
the framework onto which the theory as a whole rests. Bpcause this stult,

was limited to the investigationof one peer-mediated learning situation,
. full development of a theory about an older adult's reason for teaching
and his or Upr perception of the experience was not possible,, This
section will highlight several recommendations for further research'
about the area and suggest appliCations of thise findings.

Theoretical Sampliilag'
\

During the1 process of generating hypothesethe need for additional'
,

interview data-fom
,

sample ecme
_

other mple groups became evident. Fully developed
h:

.

categories with rich source of properties is obtained through the
.process of theoretical sampling. As categories begin'to energe and a ,

.,

framework for the theory evolves, additional data is,coilected according'.
to need. The goal is to maximize differences among various groups in.

N

order to fully develop the emerginvcategories. Within a defined area
of study, such as peer - mediated learning among older adults, the more
sample.groups utilized in a study, the richer and more comprehensive the
data collection. Any theoretical concepts that-emerge need to incorporate
a wide range of properties. Through this process,/a theory begins to
develqp that will be able-to -account-for-behaviors-obserFed iii a -number .

of related situations.
,

SubstantiVe and Formal Theory.

Grounded theory research involvedseveral steps in the generation of
theory. After proposed hypotheses are-formulatedthe theory.itself, is
elaborated and rflilecr. Glaser and Strauss (1967),Identif two types of
theory, substantiv and formal. Substantive theory\reflects work in a
designated researc \. ea. Formal thebry involves overriding conceptual .

areas that can inclUd substantive theory. For example, this study was
\primarily concerned w th.the substaneive area. of older adult fea hing.
The formal theory area T.goilld be motivation and perception.

,Using the proposed

generated in both the s
Substantive theory is e
motivational and percept
substantive areas should
This expanded research p
riding formal theory.

ypothese as a backdrop, theory hould now be

antive and formal theory area . Once a
tab I0hed, formal theory can be developed. The

lel factors of teaching involved in other
be cqmpared with the findings of this study.
cess helps to eventually integrate an over-

.

Application/of4Groundee ory

Asbenefit of grounded t eory research not often found'in other types
of research is the aosi in egrationsoof the theory to the phenomenon
being investigated. As has, een discussed earlier, the theoretical
concepts emerge directly fromrhe data\rather than the theory controlling ,

we
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1

the data. The steps involved in inchictive research help insure that the
theory Which develops will fit the research area. This in turn provides
a solid framework to use in future studies. This study initiated the
=process of theory building to be continued infuture studies. The close
integratibn of data collection and thedry generation developed findings .

that will be applicable to the research efforts of related-studies.

. , .

-_,,-) t'
- / In addition to researchers,'practit;oners working with older adults.
Should find the results of this study'usapie and understandable. Again, '

:the co tinuous process of comparing the theoretical catesories that
emerged with the data itself prodUcad contepts that corresponded closely
to the Situation at hand. Those people working in this area of-study
shoula be able to react directly to the findings, as well as provide
adaitiOnal insights based.on. their observations.

.

.

.y

Finally, the' generation Of categories and hypotheses using inductive'*.

/ researcii will allow the findings of this study to be extended to a variety
-.--,--

i

.

, of-related areas of research.. The concepts that emerged are theoretical,_..;
thereby remaining flekible for use inotUr situations. The generality
of the findings will support additional ELeoretical sampling and
apglItation to other peer4ediated learning settings. . .-

,.--.-t-Ai';'r --. .,

..., - . .
,

,. ,
Although an- initial the gemratiOn of the theory.,--...

_explaining iheclolder adult teaching experience has been completed, the
proCess has really'enlybegunA -the Theory formulation must-continue to'
befluid. When gory has evolved, it cannot remain static. IL The res
process and theory itself must beable to accommodate new concepts as;
they dberge*and are identified. As other situations involYing peerk
mediatedlearning among older adults are investigated, additional
,informatitn will-begeneratedthat contributes-to-the theory building
.precess.- Although,each oItferadult may-state different-reasons for
deciding,.to assume an educatinirola and their perceptionS, of the
experience will very, several overriding gfteralizations can be proposed.

' _*.ln an area of `study -where very'little research literature exists, grounded,
,..,

theory research provides, the necessary methodological design. For the
purposes of this study, it encouraged the developMent of a fresh
perspective on the older adult teaching experience.

*



--Interview Question's:

6

1. Could you briefly describe some of the paid jobs, volunteer
activities, work at,home Orin.our business that you have
:done during your adUlt years?

2. now'aidou initially' get -Involved as . a teacher in the

.learning center?

4

\

6. Did teaching-the class.causeyou
yourself?- If so, n what way?

1-

Thinking back''on your deciion to teach (course title) why
did you decide. to do this?

>//
4. Whatkind of teaching role-did you take in the class? For.

'example, were you an e pert, leader, helper, friend, or some
combination of these

1 (-

What personal-be efits-do you think you ;gained from the

experience?

to feel differently. about

7. Have-yOu ever been - involved in any other experiences-simiepr

to-this? If SO,'could. you briefly describe them?

8.' Would you accept a teaching role again? Why or why not?

Would you consider teadhinfgother age groupi2cWhy or why not?
4

I.

10. Are there any other insights that you'gained about yourself
or about the teaching experience that youwant co mention?
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